Merry Christmas and Happy 2002 Wishes
from the Wolbert Family!

Season’s Greetings. Hope all is well with you and your family.
Everyone, Emily, Lisa, Sarah, Miki, and Bob, enjoyed another happy,
healthy year. We moved into our new house last summer, and are still spending
most of our time configuring it.
Emily celebrated her fourth birthday in April. She has become a very
active, noisy chatterbox and knows she is a “big girl” like her sisters. She knows
the alphabet and numbers, reads Lisa’s Japanese books by herself, and rides her
scooter daily.
The rest of us will speak for ourselves:
Hi, I’m Lisa (8). This year I’ve had lots of fun. I have a lot of fun at my
new school. We do things like reading, spelling, math, and, on rainy days, we
play inside. It is starting to snow now.
Sarah: This year I turned 11. At my old school, I won first prize at the
science fair. After we moved, I went to summer school at Bonny Doon, my new
school. I was lucky to attend Science Camp again this year. I play the clarinet
and am learning violin. My new school is great! For Halloween, I was Belle, and
worked at the school carnival. I had a great year this year.
Sewing curtains, doing tilework, and housekeeping keep Miki busy. I don’t have time to do exercises, but outdoor work such as
throwing straw and gathering firewood, etc., are great exercise. If you want to lose weight, come stay at “Camp Wolbert!” I guarantee
you’ll improve your health. My most important job is keeping enough food at home, since I can’t get to the store so easily. I’ve learned
more cooking and baking, but sometimes I miss fast food. We meet many more animals than people here. We’ve seen deer, pigs, turkeys,
coyotes and even a mountain lion cub.
Bob, an independent consultant for the semiconductor industry, also spends lots of time building
things and planning the landscaping of the new
“castle” in Santa Cruz. The new homesite is heavenly,
especially for radio waves, but will provide many
hours of hard labor ...err, exercise... for years.

Merry Christmas and Best Wishes for a Happy and Prosperous 2003

The Wolberts: Bob, Miki, Sarah, Lisa, and Emily
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